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Generating Station Components

1- Generators & Turbines

2- Transformers

3- Switches

4- Busses

5- Circuit Breakers

6- Capacitor Banks
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Generators
The whole point of the power plant is to turn the generators to

produce electrical energy.
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Transformers
PURPOSE: to change the voltage

- increase = “step-up”

- decrease = “step-down”
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Busses
- uninsulated electrical conductors

- large cross-section = low resistance

- must be far from ground and other components to avoid arcing
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Switches & Switchyards
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Circuit Breakers
PURPOSE: stop the flow of current if too much flows (due to short

circuit or excess demand)

230 kV breaker
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Capacitor Banks
Purpose: to smooth out spikes or “glitches” in the line voltage.
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Transformer Sub-Station
Purpose:

To reduce the very high voltages from the transmission lines (>100kV) to intermediate

voltages used to serve an individual town or section of a city (typically 66 kV or 33 kV)

TTR Substations, Inc.
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To your house...
smaller transformers (on power line poles or green boxes on the ground) reduce

the voltage further to the 240V delivered to individual homes
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Electricity Transmission
➢ Electrical energy is transferred from the power station to the

consumer.

➢ Electricity is sent for many kilometres along transmission

lines.
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Electricity Transmission
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Distribution
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Loads
Loads of power system divided into:

Loads

Industrial Commercial Residential

1. Very large industrial loads may be served from the

transmission system.

2. Large industrial loads are served directly from the sub

transmission network.

3. Small industrial loads are served from the primary

distribution network.
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Loads

➢ The industrial loads are composite loads, and induction

motors form a high proportion of these load. These

composite loads are functions of voltage and frequency and

form a major part of the system load.

➢ Commercial and residential loads consist largely of

lighting, heating, and cooling. These loads are

independent of frequency and consume negligibly

small reactive power.
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Loads

➢ The magnitude of load varies throughout

the day, and power must be available to

consumers on demand.

➢ The load factor is the ratio of average

load over designated period of time to

the peak load occurring in that period.
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Example
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Solution of Example

The following data:
Loads, MWInterval, hr

620

562

1096

15129

121412

141614

161816

182018

162220

122322

62423
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Solution of Example
Sum (Dt) =

(2-0)+(6-2)+(9-6)+(12-9)+(14-12)+(16-14)+(18-
16)+(20-16)+(22-20)+(23-22)+(24-23)=24

W = P * Dt=
6*(2-0)+5*(6-2)+10*(9-6)+15*(12-9)+12*(14-
12)+14*(16-14)+16*(18-16)+18*(20-16)+16*(22-
20)+12*(23-22)+6*(24-23)=277

Pavg= W / Sum(Dt)=277/24=11.5417

Ppeak= 18
Load Factor=Pavg/Ppeak= (11.5417/ 18)=64.12%
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System Protection
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Energy Control System
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Computer Analysis
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